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Nonlinear photonic crystal microdevices for optical integration
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A four-port nonlinear photonic crystal system is discussed that exhibits optical bistability with negligible
backscattering to the inputs, making it particularly suitable for integration with other active devices on
the same chip. Devices based on this system can be made to be small �O�l3�� in volume, have a nearly
instantaneous response, and consume only a few milliwatts of power. Among many possible applications, we
focus on an all-optical transistor and integrated optical isolation. © 2003 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 190.4360, 190.1450.
Photonic crystals (PCs) represent a promising platform
for eventual large-scale integration of optical com-
ponents and devices. To achieve active, high-speed
functionality (including, e.g., wavelength conversion or
all-optical switching), one must incorporate nonlinear
materials into PCs. In this regard, exploration of
nonlinear optical bistability in PC defect complexes is
particularly attractive for the implementation of many
all-optical operations.1 The feasibility of observing
bistability at telecommunication speeds, with only a
few milliwatts of power, has already been proposed in
a class of small �O�l3�� PC two-port devices.2,3 In this
Letter we describe a novel device system with four
ports that provides very important new performance
characteristics. For example, essentially no portion
of the incoming pulse is ever ref lected back into the
input waveguide, which is of crucial importance for
integration with other active devices on the same chip.
Through the use of analytical theory, and detailed
numerical simulations, we explain this device’s un-
derlying physics and demonstrate its operation as an
all-optical transistor and for optical isolation.

Ideally, for many applications one would like to have
a device with two inputs whose output has a strong
dependence on the (weak) amplitude of one of its in-
puts (the probe input). Moreover, for ultimate eff i-
ciency, one would require single-mode waveguiding,
high-Q cavities, and controllable radiation losses. A
nonlinear PC system can provide us with all these
capabilities.

The system that we propose, shown in Fig. 1, is
reminiscent of the channel-drop filter introduced
in Ref. 4. The critical difference is that in our
system the PC is made from high-index nonlinear
rods suspended in air, and this leads to important
new functionality. The rods are made from an in-
stantaneous Kerr material with an index change of
nce0n2jE�x, y, t�j2, where n2 is the Kerr coeff icient.
The system consists of two waveguides and two
single-mode high-Q resonant cavities. The even and
odd states supported by the two-cavity system are
designed to be degenerate both in their resonant
frequencies and in their decay times. Signals propa-
gating rightward couple only to a particular super-
position of the two states that in turn decays into only
rightward-propagating signals; consequently, there
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is no ref lection in the leftward direction. Since the
energies stored in the two cavities are always equal,
the presence of nonlinearity does not spoil the required
left–right symmetry of the system.5 Consequently,
to the lowest order, the only inf luence of the non-
linearity is to change the doubly degenerate resonant
frequency, vRES, depending on the intensity of the
signal.

For a weak cw signal at v, applied at port 1, the out-
put at port 4 is given by T4�v� � POUT4�v��PIN1�v� �
g2��g2 1 �v 2 vRES�2�, where POUT4 and PIN1 are
the outgoing and incoming powers, respectively,
and g is the width of the resonance; the output
at port 2 is given by T2�v� � 1 2 T4�v�, whereas
the outputs at 1 and 3 are zero for all frequen-
cies. Given these forms for the transmission, using

Fig. 1. Basic four-port nonlinear PC devices that we
use to demonstrate optical bistability. The PC consists
of high-index, eH � 11.56, rods with radius 0.2a; a
is the lattice constant. The green rods have e � 9.5;
the small rods have e � 6.2 and radius 0.05a. As an
example of the use of the device, we show the electrical
fields when it performs optical isolation. Top, a strong
forward-propagating pulse; bottom, a weak ref lected
backward-propagating pulse. We model the high-index
rods as having an instantaneous Kerr nonlinearity.
© 2003 Optical Society of America
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perturbation theory with a small nonlinear index
change, one can self-consistently f ind the nonlin-
early induced resonance shift, and thereby the
steady-state transmission of cw signals through the
system. Such analysis shows2 that the system
will exhibit optical bistability if the carrier fre-
quency v0 is sufficiently below the resonant
frequency, d � �vRES 2 v0��g .
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where d is the dimensionality of the system and
n2�r�jMAX is the maximum value of n2�r� any-
where. We establish that, for the current system,
vRES � 0.3697�2pc��a, k � 0.037 and the quality fac-
tor is Q � vRES�2g � 730. For definiteness, we take
d � 4.25, so bistability should be easily observable.
We plot the analytical prediction as the green curve
in Fig. 2; the dashed portion of that curve is unstable
and therefore physically unobservable.

To verify our analytical prediction, we perform
numerical experiments (nonlinear finite-difference
time-domain6 simulations with perfectly matched
layers boundary conditions) on this system. These
simulations solve Maxwell equations for a nonlinear
medium exactly, without approximations apart for
the discretization. We model a two-dimensional
system, which decreases numerical requirements on
our simulations signif icantly compared with three-
dimensional simulations. Nevertheless, it was shown
recently7 that one can find an equivalent three-
dimensional system that will behave in qualitatively
the same manner as the two-dimensional system; the
quantitative differences will only be of a geometrical
factor close to 1. As shown in Fig. 2, this device
displays optical bistability, and our analytical model
is a very good representation of the physical reality.
Throughout all these simulations, the observed ref lec-
tions back into ports 1 and 3 are always less than 1%
of the incoming signal’s power.

We can use the analytical model to predict the perfor-
mance of the device in a real physical setting. Accord-
ing to Ref. 7, once this device is implemented in a PC
with a complete three-dimensional bandgap, the extent
of the third dimension of all the modes will be roughly
l�3. Let us assume that the Kerr coeff icient of the
material that we are using is n2 � 1.5 3 10217 m2�W (a
value achievable in many nearly instantaneous nonlin-
ear materials, e.g., As2Se2). Assuming a device with
Q � 4000 (which is still compatible with 10-Gbit�s sig-
nals), and carrier wavelength l0 � 1.55 mm, we obtain
the result that the characteristic power of the device
is P0 � 15 mW, and the peak operating power needed
to observe bistability is roughly 24 mW (c.f. the 5-mW
telecommunication peak power levels). The peak non-
linearly induced dn�n , 0.001, which is compatible
with using nearly instantaneous nonlinear materials.

Let us now examine how we would use such a device
for optical isolation. One of the biggest obstacles in
achieving large-scale optics integration today is the
nonexistence of integrated optical isolators (active
and nonlinear devices typically do not tolerate small
ref lections coming from other devices that they are
integrated with). The most common approach in-
volves breaking the time-reversal symmetry by use of
magneto-optic materials; other approaches involve
breaking backward–forward symmetry by use of
nonlinear materials.8,9 Unfortunately, none of these
approaches satisfies all the requirements mentioned
earlier, which are necessary for large-scale optics
integration. The device shown in Fig. 1 can perform
integrated-optics isolation for most applications of
interest, e.g., where the strength of each logical
(forward-propagating) signal in a particular wave-
guide is above the bistability threshold and the
ref lected (backward-propagating) signals are weak.
An example of such an operation is shown in Fig. 1.
A strong forward-propagating signal (operating at a
high-transmission point of the bistability curve) is
nearly perfectly transferred from port 1 to port 4.
However, when a weak ref lected signal (operating at a
low-transmission point of the bistability curve) enters
port 4 of the devices at a later time, it proceeds to port
3, where it can be discarded.

In real practical applications, one will typically
be launching pulses rather than cw signals into the

Fig. 2. Plots of the observed T � POUT
S�PIN

S versus PIN
S

for the device from Fig. 1. Top, power observed at output
2; bottom, power observed at output 4. The input signal
enters the device at port 1. To observe the lower bistabil-
ity hysteresis branch (red circles), we send smooth cw sig-
nals into port 1 of the system, and we vary the peak power
of the incoming signals. To observe the upper bistability
hysteresis branch (blue circles), we launch superpositions
of wide Gaussian pulses that decay into smaller-intensity
cw signals, thereby relaxing into the points on the upper
hysteresis branch. The green curves are from an analyti-
cal model described in the text.
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Fig. 3. Results of launching Gaussian pulses into the de-
vice of Fig. 1. Top left, observations of launching vari-
ous energy (otherwise equal) pulses into port 1 only. Top
right, observations of launching a f ixed signal (red circle
from the top left) into port 1 of the device, in parallel
with launching various energy (otherwise equal) pulses
into port 3. The blue shaded area and curve in the bottom
graphs correspond to the pulse observed at port 4 when a
signal (blue circle in the top right graph) is launched into
the device. The top right graph also shows (in green) the
incoming pulse (both pulses in this panel are normalized
to the peak power of the incoming pulse).

device. Consequently, we also investigate what hap-
pens in this case. When the pulse duration is very
long, the response is very similar to that of the cw case,
following the red circles on the curve in Fig. 2. As
the pulse duration decreases, we expect the features
of this transmission curve to smooth out. To check
this, we perform a series of numerical experiments
in which we launch various-energy Gaussian pulses
of carrier frequency v0 � vRES 2 4.25g and FWHM
bandwidth v0�FWHM � 638 into port 1 of the device.
The ratio of the energy transmitted to port 4 is shown
at the top left of Fig. 3.

As an illustration of another possible application of
our device, we now exploit this sharp on transition to
construct an all-optical transistor. We perform a se-
ries of numerical experiments in which we launch into
port 1 the pulses represented by the red circle in the
top left panel of Fig. 3; however, in addition to this, we
send identical (albeit smaller energy) pulses into port 3
of the system, as shown at the top right of Fig. 3. As
one can see, the amplif ication can be quite drastic; for
example, the pulse represented by the blue dot at the
top right experienced an amplification factor of roughly
20. Such large amplifications are precisely the func-
tionality that one expects from an all-optical transis-
tor.2 An additional interesting feature of the top right
of Fig. 3 is that the energy observed at port 4 is es-
sentially proportional to the square root of the energy
sent in through port 3. This result means that the en-
ergy amplif ication factor becomes infinite as the signal
energy goes to zero, which may have exciting new ap-
plications, for instance, for low threshold lasers. This
behavior can be understood as follows: Pulses coming
in through ports 1 and 3 are coherent and in phase.
Consequently (taking into account the up–down sym-
metry of the system), once inside the cavities, the sig-
nals add in amplitude. Therefore, for small signals
and a given pulse incoming through port 1, the en-
ergy stored in the cavity is a linear function of the
field applied at port 3. Since the energy at port 4
is a linear function of the energy stored in the cavi-
ties, it is a linear function of the square root of the
energy coming through port 3. If instead we consid-
ered a time-integrating nonlinearity, and temporally
incoherent signals, for a f ixed incoming pulse at port
1, the energy output at port 4 would be a linear func-
tion of the energy coming into port 3 (in that case,
the signals in the cavity would add in intensity, rather
than in amplitude). Finally, since the frequency width
of the pulses is comparable with the frequency width
of the cavity, and the nonlinear effects are quite ex-
treme, it is important to determine possible distortions
in the shapes of the output pulses. The use of finite-
difference time-domain simulations provides a bonus
here, since a detailed description of output pulses is
typically not feasible with other theoretical models. In
general, we find that the output pulses retain their
pulse shape, as shown at the bottom of Fig. 3.

With only minor modif ications, the device system
that we have proposed can also be used for other
applications,1 including any all-optical logical gate,
pulse reshaping and regeneration, noise cleanup,
optical diodes,3 and memory.
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